Mechanisms of and effect of coadsorption on water dissociation on an oxygen vacancy of the MgO(100) surface.
The dissociation mechanism of a water molecule at an oxygen vacancy on the MgO(100) surface was studied by using the embedded cluster method at the DFT/B3 LYP level, while the energetic information was refined by using the IMOMO method at the CCSD level. We found that a water molecule initially adsorbs on one of the magnesium ions surrounding the vacancy site with a binding energy of 15.98 kcal mol(-1). It then can dissociate on the MgO(100) surface along two possible dissociation pathways. One pathway produces a hydroxyl group bonded to the original magnesium with a proton filling the vacancy via a transition state with a barrier of 4.67 kcal mol(-1) relative to the adsorbed water configuration. The other pathway yields two hydroxy groups; the hydroxy group originally belonging to the water molecule fills the vacancy, while the hydrogen atom binds with the surface oxygen to form the other hydroxy group. Hydrogen atoms of these hydroxy groups can recombine to form a hydrogen molecule and the surface is healed. Although the barrier (14.09 kcal mol(-1)) of the rate-controlling step of the latter pathway is higher than that of the former one, the energies of all of its stationary points are lower than that of the separated reactants (H(2)O+cluster). The effects of water coadsorption are modeled by placing an additional water molecule near the active center, which suggests that the more coadsorbed water molecules further stabilize the hydroxy species and prevent the hydrogen molecule formation through the latter pathway. The results support the photoemission spectral evidence of water dissociation on the defective MgO(100) surface at low water coverage.